CHANGE...
The Opportunity For Growth

We CAN survive change

“Change is the law of life and those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future.”
John F. Kennedy

Looking Back at PTA...

Hamburg PTA To Elect Husband and Wife Teams As Officers At Annual Meeting Next Wednesday

Hamburg PTA Launches Membership Drive With 15 Teams and 100 Workers
Luncheon and Team Lay Final Plans for Start: Seeking to Bring Local Group Above the 800 Mark
Today’s PTA…What’s Changed?

Change = Stress…
but why?
Natural Responses to Change

WHY WHY WHY WHY WHY

WHY? WHAT? HOW? SOLUTION
Create A Culture Of Inquiry

What would you attempt to do if you knew you could not fail?
(Video Link)

The Change Process

“The key to change is to let go of fear.”
Rosanne Cash
Stay Flexible During Change

Succeeding and Thriving Through Organizational Change

“We cannot change the wind, we can only adjust our sails.”
Unknown
Anticipate the Ups and Downs of Change

“If you are willing to change your thinking, you can change your feelings.

If you change your feelings, you can change your actions.

Changing your actions – based on good thinking – can change your life.”

John C. Maxwell